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20 -- The Love of God
What major mistake is often made concerning God?

What happens to God if love and God are equal?

What does it really mean that God is love?

“Love  ____________________  the  good  of  ____________________  and  never 
wills harm or evil to ____________________.”
What is the opposite of love, and why does it persist?

Why is it that we would have every reason to be afraid?

What two attributes of God combine, and what do they do for us?

“We do God more ____________________ by believing what He has said 
about Himself and having the ____________________ to come boldly to the 
throne  of  ____________________  than  by  ____________________  in  self-
conscious humility among the trees of the garden.”
What emotion is identified with love?

What  acts  accompany  the  emotion  in  answer  to  the  previous 
question?

What is  the strange and beautiful  eccentricity of  God that He has 
identified Himself with men?  What verse teaches us this truth?

What  third characteristic  of  love does  the author  identify,  and in 
what does God take peculiar pleasure?  What verse teaches us this 
truth?

What is music, and why is it so important?

What contrast can we draw based on the world's music?

What  other  aspecte  of  the  nature  of  God's  love  does  the  author 
identify?

“Love  must  ever  ____________________  to  its  own,  whatever  the 
____________________.”
How does this chapter challenge what you think about God?
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abashed -- embarrassed, ashamed
adherence -- devotion
audacious -- bold
bar -- barrier
benign -- kind
diapason -- panorama
demur -- disapprove
erroneously -- mistakenly
infer -- conclude
quiescent -- inactive
quintessence -- epitome, essence
spate -- flood
vaporous -- lacking substance


